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Le Romantique — Interactive Front-Flip Cards

Designed by ~ Ginger Ropp
Graphic 45® Supplies:

1 pk Le Romantique 8x8 Paper Pack
1 pk G45 Staples® Antique Metal Clock Keys
1 pk Rose Bouquet Classic Ivory & Natural Linen
1 pk G45 Card Set & Envelopes—Ivory

(4501952)
(4501293)
(4501784)
(4501988)

Additional Supplies, Tools, Adhesives & Ink:

Paper trimmer, scissors, ruler, scoring board/tool, bone
folder, 1½” circle punch, corner rounder, pencil, liquid
adhesive, double-sided tape, dimensional foam adhesive

Notes:

• Measurements are width x height unless specified.
• Ink paper edges before adhering if desired.
• Use strong liquid adhesive (such as #E6000) when
adhering metal embellishments.

— Interactive Front-Flip Cards —
Card #1

1. Trim the Tender Missives paper to measure 4”x 5¼” and another piece
to 25 ⁄8” x 43 ⁄8”.
2. Place your paper in your scoreboard with the long side across the top
and score at ½” inch. Fold on the score-line and add adhesive to the ½” tab.
3. Trim out the cut apart element from the Devoted paper to 25 ⁄8” x 37 ⁄8”
and adhere this to the ½” tab creating a flip up element.
4. Fussy cut the poem from the Devoted paper and attach it to the inside
of the flip up element.
5. Fussy cut five stamps from a Tender Missives paper, add foam adhesive
along the bottom section only creating a tuck spot for the flip up element.
6. Adhere the 4” x 5¼” paper to the front of the card base. Adhere the
stamp strip approximately ¼” from the bottom. Adhere the flip up element
to the front allowing for a small section to tuck behind the stamps.
7. Decorate with flowers, leaves, stamps, and a fussy cut
butterfly as shown. Add stamps to the inside if desired.
Card #2 (Shown on page 2)
1. Trim the Daydreams paper to 4” x 5¼” and adhere to
the front of the card base.
2. Create a flip up element as before by trimming a
Celebration paper to 25 ⁄8” x 4½”.
3. Place your paper in your scoreboard with the long side
across the top and score at ½”, fold on the score-line and
add adhesive to the tab.
4. Trim the dancing cut-apart from Devoted to 25 ⁄8” x 4”
and adhere this element to the ½” tab creating the flip up.
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5. Adhere the flip up element to the left hand side of
the front of the card using foam adhesive. Attach a
fussy cut stamp to the left of the flip up front to act
as a tab.
6. Fussy cut three stamps from a Le’ Romantique
page and adhere these to the right side of the flip up.
7. Add the Butterfly element
from the Sweetheart of Mine
paper centered along the
bottom of the card front and
the girl element centered on
the inside of the flip up.

Card #3

8. Add roses, a fussy cut
butterfly and one of the clock
keys to the front of the flip
up mechanism. Decorate
the inside if desired with
more stamps from the Le'
Romantique sheet.

1. Trim the Sending Flowers paper to 5¼” x 4” and adhere to the front of the card base creating a top folding
horizontal card. Trim another piece of the same paper to 4½” x 3¼” and 2¼” x 2¼”.
2. Create the flip up mechanism by trimming the Love Labyrinth paper to 4¼” x 3” and another piece to 4¼” x 3½”
3. Score the 4¼” x 3½” piece along the 3½” side at ½”.
4. Fold on the score-line and add adhesive to the tab and attach
this piece to the 4¼” x 3” piece creating the flip up.
5. Center the 4½” x 4¼” Sending Flowers to the card base front.
6. Center the flip up mechanism onto the previous paper.
7. Fussy cut large roses from the upper left side of the Loves
Labyrinth paper.
8. Fussy cut the man and woman element from the Sweetheart
of Mine paper and the “The key to my heart” sentiment from the
Key To My Heart paper. Layer these elements onto the front of
the flip up as shown.
9. Layer the 2¼” x 2¼” piece to the inside of the flip up as shown.
10. Attach one of the clock
keys, a rose, leaves, and a
stamp element to the front
of the flip up.
11. Trim out 2 strips of the
Sending Flowers paper
measuring 3 ⁄4” x 4¼” and ½”
x 4” and attach them to the
right hand side of the inside
of the card along with two
stamps if desired.
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